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Introduction

Catherine Parayre

Shawn Serfas was born in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan and grew up
exploring the northern reaches of his home province’s lakes and
river systems. Prince Albert, often called the gateway to the north,
is located in the broad valley of the North Saskatchewan River
near the geographical centre of the province where the agricultural
prairie of the south meets the rich forest belt of the north.

Although initially drawn to an academic career in the environmental
sciences, Serfas pursued Fine Arts and Art History degrees in Sas-
katchewan as well as a Master of Fine Arts degree at the University
of Alberta. His interests include contemporary painting, drawing
and printmaking practices. His work echoes a reflection on relational 
abstraction, environmental aesthetics, the landscape as well as issues
bordering abstraction and representation. Serfas is profoundly
aware of human intervention on natural resources and of its 
devastating consequences.

The Small Walker Press is pleased to present a few works from his 
series Inland and Portrait of a Mark together with a critical essay by
Derek Knight analyzing the artist’s metaphoric abstractions and the
dynamic systems he creates in his paintings. In 2016 these works
appeared in the exhibition Inland curated by Stuart Reid at the 
Rodman Hall Art Centre, Brock University, St. Catharines. 

New York Times journalist Richard Fausset grew up in New Orleans,
Louisiana and was affected by the passage of Hurricane Katrina
over the city and its surroundings in 2005. His piece of creative writing 
investigates how human life impacts nature in a bayou, and vice-versa.
Serfas’ artworks and Fausset’s fictional narrative elicit a dialogue
between north and south yet offer two distinct reflections on pol-
lution and the insufficiently controlled use of the environment in
North America.





Shawn Serfas: Inland

Curated by Stuart Reid

Saturday, January 9 – Sunday, March 20, 2016
Rodman Hall Art Centre, St. Catharines, Ontario

Stuart Reid

Swirling, thrusting marks traverse complex surfaces in this new
body of large-scale abstract paintings called the Inland Series by
Shawn Serfas. The artist explores the toxic potential of oily black as
it infuses the ground, almost extinguishing the incendiary bars of
hot red and yellow that burn like a furnace in the bottom quadrant
of several of the paintings. Manipulating the liquidity of paint, the 
artist creates wet layers and crackling surfaces that illustrate the
alchemic properties of the material. Serfas addresses environmental
issues in these works, the uneasy pollution of materials seeping
into the unspoiled cells of pure colour. This world is in dramatic
flux, churning and changing; each painting evidence of an arrested
state of human-made unbalance.

Stuart Reid is past Director and Curator of the Rodman Hall Art
Centre.





Shawn Serfas: Trenchant Gesture, Topography
and Painting’s Ethereal Nature

Derek J.J. Knight

W.O. Mitchell in his novel Who has Seen the Wind (1947) speaks about the
dominance of the sky on the Canadian prairie and the poetic nuances of
the world as expressed through the sentiment of natural phenomenon.
The flatness of the land and the horizon line are monikers of a timeless
existence.  A painter such as Shawn Serfas defies the material inertia that
sometimes accompanies landscape painting. The intricate web or layering,
especially in his large canvases, of repeated, bold gestures, expressive feints
and labyrinthine calligraphy, provides us with a surface scrim behind whose
opaque, shimmering masque we detect an undercurrent of fluid or hydrau-
lic movement.  Although Serfas speaks of his Prairie origins and the influence
of subsequent years in the interior of British Columbia, one cannot easily
detect a horizon line or solid mass delineated by an ethereal, clouded or
feckless sky. Rather, he presents a series of canvases that reignite our ima-
gination and ultimately remake the experience of the world as a force of
art and nature.

Inland is an eclectic collection of works, some big, some small; some 
colourful, some dark; some scumbled with broad flat gestures; and some
pushing outward into three dimensions. There is a broad spectrum that
suggests we are privy to the artist’s evolution as a painter whose trajectory is
steep and unyielding. While this is not a retrospective, Inland hinges on a
critical shift from large format canvases of varying complexity to smaller
compendia of a colourful, organic character. Serfas is comfortable with 
formal experimentation and remains absorbed by the dynamic properties
of the medium, or as he coins, the “physics of painting.”1

However, Serfas’ explorations of the morphological origins of painting are
rich in metaphor. When he likens the flow of paint to viscous or fluvial 
action, for example, he is making a symbolic connection to water’s eroding
power and the environmental damage that extraction processes or fracking
employ. Importantly, Serfas has come to realize how tenuous the line bet-
ween illusion and abstraction is.  In an instance, the relative composure of
a large canvas such as Inland Black No. 2 (2014) collapses into ephemera,
quickened by an internal vortex that disassembles any organizing principle.
If we see in this action a centrifugal force that spins back to the surface by
virtue of generating a heaving wash in its wake, other interpretive musings
are found in the fluvial associations with crude oil or molten lava. Serfas’
Inland series evokes an energy, an unsettling turbulence consistent with
the technological sublime, giving us pause to speculate about the impact of
industrialization and the mediating influence on his thinking of satellite
imagery, aerial photography or meteorological phenomena.

1 Shawn Serfas from a public discussion with Stuart Reid, past Director, Rodman Hall Art Centre, March 10, 2016.



Inland Black No. 2, Inland Series, 2014. Acrylic on canvas. 193 x 163 cm.





Inland Green, Inland Series, 2015. Acrylic on canvas. 249 x 198 cm.





Trench, Portrait of a Mark Series, 2015. Acrylic on canvas. 38 x 38 x 8 cm.





Inland Green (2015) with its aerial perspective is the most literal reference
to a mountainous terrain bounded by swaths of green vegetation. At least,
this is the most logical association in a series that examines the broader
ecological impact of human activity in relation to the earth and its surface.
The Inland series is a deft acknowledgement of the Anthropocene, the pe-
riod during which civilization’s imprint on the natural world and its climate
has become dangerously pronounced. 

A consistent marker that provides a clue into the large canvases of his 
Inland series is the appearance of twin or singular vertical bars, yellow, red
or blue, at the base of some of Serfas’ works. Flatly painted, they have the
appearance of an abstract minimalist element, a mapping coordinate or
marker Serfas describes putatively as (boating) docks viewed from above.
They are a point from which one pushes out in order to explore the 
trajectory of time and space, a fully immersive environment in which we
float through the obstacles or snags that populate this limned dimension.
Yet, we cannot help but be aware of the tactility of the painted surface:
dense physical strokes and layers of pigmented colour that stimulate the
eye and remind us of the “push-pull” between illusion and facture. 

Conventional landscape elements are forsaken for a dynamic system of 
hydraulic forces or exponential flows. It is less their constituent parts and
more the drive, or urgency, towards something thematic, epic even, that
remains unrelenting in these large-format works. The absence of hot 
pressure hoses, oil derricks, or pipes, say, does not thwart the underlying 
narrative of a dystopian vision, once we understand that one of the 
defining motivations for Serfas is his abiding interest and concern for the
natural environment. 

By contrast the Portrait of a Mark series is an exploration of the material
and formal properties of the acrylic medium –a miasma of poured, trowe-
led, extruded, and spackled paint at its most lively and uncontrollable. 
Riotous, heaving free radicals, in which the concentrated fracas of colour
and the pull of gravitational forces find a measure of composure within the
contained limits of the white frame. The rhetorical battle between order
and chaos is manifest in the ground of thinly regulated, vertical lines or
neutral fields of paint, from which thickly layered, acrylic elements project
outward into space. There is a quixotic element to these, a fervour discovered
in the experimental process of manipulating the medium to produce a
new syntax of amorphous and fluid shapes. Serfas attaches acrylic elements
to the edges of some of his works, as if to ask, what is painting, if not a 
literal projection into the nominal world of objects? He creates this deft
analogy in his gesture towards a more pronounced sense of relief in which
the object-canvas attains a greater ornamental or sculptural presence; the
two works that constitute the Possible Object series (2015) suggest these
are the first provisional explorations with the promise of much more to
come. 



If scale is the incontrovertible impetus of Serfas’ Inland series, the Portrait
of a Mark series illustrates a more robust commitment to a formal invention
that belies economy or convention. Although the temptation is to read the
latter as miniaturized versions of his interest in topographical shapes or
landforms, they are a litany to pure experimentation and an intensification
of the improvised moment that arises from the studio. The intricacy of
spilled, puddled, lace-like or extruded shapes spun from the properties of
the acrylic medium strikes one as implicitly empirical but also prototypical
of a new genre in which the medium resurfaces in unexpected and mercurial
ways. 

Trench (2015), for example, is thickly impasted, a literal excavation in which
a slab of pale green and turquoise pigment is excised to reveal the sub-
strate of the under-painting: red and blue layers or sinewy tones that 
allude to muscles and tendons, or striations of veined ore within a rocky
crevasse. By contrast, Serfas’ Sum (2015) is a more enveloping statement
and as such is the sui generis of his Portrait of a Mark series in its dramatic
facture: a literal landslide or torrent of pigment that alludes to the ruptu-
ring of the figure-ground relationship in favour of an expressive, fluvial 
action.

Cross No. 2, Portrait of a Mark Series (2015) both signals and obscures the
hold of the sacred and profane. There is an immediate tension between the
title and our reading of the work, as nothing appears overt in an iconic
sense. Cross No. 2 is less a matter of signification than an act of faith in the
cunning claim to a latent symbolism associated with painting’s storied past.
From the four nuggets of striated pigment set against a white ground of
black vertical stripes we might salvage a ghosted cruciform, but this may
be whimsical speculation when Serfas’ conviction leans so robustly towards
a process in which experimentation and chance play their intrinsic roles.
As if spun by a master magician the extruded globular accretions of acrylic
material are intricate in their web-like appearance. It is when Serfas as-
sembles the final work and attaches these objects to the canvas surface
that the idea of symbol, or meaning, comes into play. In reaching into the
painter’s tool box, he settles on the mediating role of a title to stimulate
speculation about painting’s relationship to a broader, cultural context. 

In restoring to painting an ambition that is timely, Serfas is acutely aware of
the internal conflicts that constitute his practice. He holds adroitly to a
dialectical relationship in the Inland series between the issues of the indus-
trial hinterland and the theme of environmental catastrophe; in the Portrait
of a Mark series he pursues a radical experimentation that shifts focus 
towards the internal logistics of a painterly language that seeks an equilibrium
and resolve within the limits of its own physical terms. 

Derek Knight is an art historian, curator and artist who is on faculty in the
Department of Visual Arts, Marilyn I. Walker School of Fine and Performing 
Arts, Brock University, St. Catharines, Canada. 



Sum, Portrait of a Mark series, 2015. Acrylic on canvas. 38 x 38 x 10 cm.





Cross No. 2, Portrait of a Mark Series, 2015. Acrylic on canvas. 38 x 38 x 10 cm.











The Evacuation of Bayou Cecilia

Richard Fausset

1. Dee Vidrine:

Hey Poobear and Tami let’s get up and fly.
Benzene, pet coke, sulfur dioxide.
The ground is shaking all over Ponciana Lane
(benzene, pet coke, sulfur dioxide).
Get in the truck, we’re going to see Aunt Raine
(benzene, pet coke, sulfur dioxide).
The quaking and shakings so bad I’m about to cry.

Everything is shaking and we all know why.

Get Jasmine, Shane, Bo Terpy and Simón.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon twelve.
And go tell your daddy that he’s on his own.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon twelve.
Tell the Arkansas boys to ask Bill Rault
(polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon twelve)
why he thinks the shaking was your daddy’s fault.

And tell him that the problem was the walls of salt.
Tell him that the problem was the thin walls of salt.

We’re on East LaSalle now, but the rattling shake
(“Identifying Hazards: Planning for success”)
is strong enough to shake the Poo-bear awake
(“Identifying Hazards: Planning for success”)
Go to sleep baby, we’re not there yet
(“Identifying Hazards: Planning for success”)
We ain’t even made it to Bogue Chouette.

But I feel as far from lucky as I ever get.

2. Sean Guidry:

It takes a while to grasp how the minimization of off-spec polymer
production and grade change over time affect a profitability analysis.
It takes a meditating soul to appreciate the monomer monomer





Gestural Anchor, Portrait of a Mark Series, 2015. Acrylic on canvas. 51 x 152 x 21 cm.
Silt No. 2, Plaything Series, 2013. Acrylic on canvas. 152 x 137 cm.





Ramp, Portrait of a Mark Series, 2014. Acrylic on canvas. 38 x 38 x 5 cm.
Detail, Gestural Anchor, Portrait of a Mark Series, 2015. Acrylic on canvas. 51 x 152 x 21 cm.



monomer monomer that makes up the polymer. It is the pleasing
cha chunk cha chunk of these tires on these sections of bridge.
Heavy metals. Mercury. Styrene-butadene.

It takes time before a verdict can be rendered. It takes time to figure
out who drilled into the buffer. Heavy metals, mercury, styrene-
butadene. And why. And whose fault.

If the house slumps in to the sinkhole, 50 million standard cubic
feet per day.
If Lubbie’s trailer slumps in to the sinkhole, 50 million standard
cubic feet per day.
If the shed and the Gator and the Mazda slump in to the grow and
lurch and burp of sinkhole, fifty million standard cubic feet per day.

If the endtimes are here, best to lawyer up.
Get yourself one of these billboard swells.
Girt about the paps with a golden girdle.
(AquaNet, Right Guard, AquaFresh, Crest!)
Fear not, fear not, I am the first and the last.

3. Rob Fontenot:

Ida Red, Ida Red, what if I kicked you in the goddamn head?
What if I kicked you in the goddamn head?

4. Gerald Potts:

Oh, look, here’s a racist on the radio to help me lose my black ass
in thought.
Thanks for that, ever-loving Lord. Thanks a lot.
A C-Class Benz always fit me best.
Thank you, Jesus. 2 Blessed 2B Stressed.
Thanks to my mother for making me strong.
Thanks to the big boys who brought me along.
Thanks to Joe Turley, and Z-Man, and Don.
(“Thanks for this great career opportunity, which allowed me to
join a highly experienced team.”)
Thanks for the plaque, thanks for the watch. Thanks for the bottle
of scotch.
Thank you HDPE, PP, PCV, CPVC.



Thank you Jesus, thank you Louis Jordan, thank you Pops.
Thank you acrylamide-acrylic acid copolymer solutions containing
aluminium chloride.
Thank you, thank you, been a hell of a ride.

5. Inma Lopez-Covarrubias:

I asked Jim Burdo how deep and he said 700 feet.
I asked him when the hole would stop growing and he said he
didn’t know.
I asked him when it would stop sucking up trees and he said he
didn’t know.
I asked him who fucked up, and when, and he said he is not autho-
rized to talk about such things, and anyway that he didn’t know.
And so.
He said maybe the hole was at 750. Maybe at eight.
Jim Burdo stubbed out his Marlboro Light.
(Acetone, Arsenic, benzene!)
His eyes looked like he gave up the fight.

6. Sean Guidry:

I tried to find Jim Burdo but the trailer for Arkansas Brine was
gone. But that’s the thing about trailers. They move along. They are
blown away or swallowed up or roll off on their own.

7. Inma Lopez-Covarrubias:

It is better to have a Chrysler 300 sedan with leather seats than to
not have a Chrysler 300 sedan with leather seats.

VOCs and plasticizers. Brominated flame retardants. Benzene.

When Papi buckled in to his Olds eighty-eight
He liked to talk about the merging of man and beast
and the gods the gachupines were mistaken for.
The gods that were real that must have shook their heads:
Xochipilli, Patecatl, Mixcoatl, Painal.

He talked about Cortes with an air of regret



Blacken, Plaything Series, 2013. Acrylic on canvas. 249 x 198 cm.



First Entry, Plaything Series, 2013. Acrylic on canvas. 249 x 198 cm.



Second White, Inland Series, 2014. Acrylic on canvas. 193 x 163 cm.



Seeing, Portrait of a Mark Series, 2015. Acrylic on canvas. 38 x 38 x 10 cm.



Even though we all looked gachupin to me.
A man-god in Tlalpan, foot on the gas
With peatones on the sidewalk, streaking past.
Xochipilli, Patecatl, Mixcoatl, Painal.

8. Gerald Potts:

The worst part of 2005 was the smell of the refrigerator when we
got back from Texas.
Pseudomonas fragi, cabbage, milk, meat.
The worst part of 2005 was the looking at the map
and wondering whether there was still a Buras in Buras
or a Cocodrie in Cocodrie.

(Clostridium botulinum has no smell.
You can only tell it’s there if there’s a bulging can.
And they want to tell me that there is no hell!
Clostridium botulinum has no smell.)

The worst part was living over Fontenot’s house.
The decarboxylation of an amino acid playing on the nose.
Pseudomonas fragi, cabbage, milk, meat.

Rob Fontenot is a deacon at West Antioch.
He tried to want us there as best as he could
But wanting don’t help when the doing’s hard.
His hallway and its bouquet, Lord:
Aspergillus, Cladosporium, Fusarium, socks.

The worst part of 2005 was hearing E.J.’s father died sitting in a
Florida Panhandle hotel. Watching the tube, watching things fall
apart.
Requiescet in pace. Stachybotrys Chartarum.

And then that time they put me on the news. “All we want is,” I
said. “All we want is.”
It was not my plan to be the man on the news who says, “All we
want is.”
In all labour there is profit: but the talk of the lips tendeth only to
penury.



9. Gerald Potts’ neighbor, L. Anthony Broussard, Jr.:

Bring out your water-softened sofa.
2 Blessed 2B Stressed.
Put it on the curb.
2 Blessed 2B Stressed.
Get yourself a tarp.
2 Blessed 2B Stressed.

Look for the dog that run off, O Lord.
Fill out the form that instructs them send you another form.
“Diamond in the back, sunroof top.”

Get yourself a lawyer, 2 Blessed to Be Stressed.
A banty rooster sumbitch would be best.

10. Jim Burdo:

Racing away in the company truck.
The slosh and yuck of an old dip cup.
(Chromium, formaldehyde, cadmium, lead).
This is what Tommy Hlavacek said:

Rather, this was what was in Tommy Hlavacek’s book. I found it in a
drawer all typed up. It was the story of his life, but wrote like an
airport paperback, danger, sex and all.
And he constantly called himself Fireball.
Ha Lord that’s just like a Texan. Fireball.

Fireball roaring through Aggieland, leaving wobble-kneed women in
his wake.
Fireball roaring through the oilpatch, full of fix and drill and fight
and fuck.
Out-roughing every roughneck, every Bubba and Buck.
Fireball roaring through his M.B.A. (Not the best part of the book,
gotta say.).
Fireball singing on with Arkansas Brine, and then:

Fireball rising, out-thinking, out-hustling the industry’s best!
Fireball pious. 2 Blessed 2B stressed!

And then to the salt dome and Saint Cecile.



Fireball heading up the injection this time, pushing out to the very
edge of where you can mine.
Fireball! When Terry Nguyen showed him his math, Fireball gave
him that wild-cat laugh.

You push the limits, push again, and finally you break them.
Then they find you.
Wet papers on the trailer floor: subpoenas duces tecum.

11. Dee Vidrine:

As the door turneth upon his hinges, so doth the slothful upon his
bed. Carbon nanotubes or isotactic propylene? We made the stuff
that let you go where you wanted to and when. We made the
things that contained the stuff, and the stuff inside the container.
The container for the container that the container goes in.

Poobear I’ll feed when I get to Aunt Raine’s.
Tami and Simón got chicken strips.
Bo Terpy shared a burger and shake with Shane.
Jasmine, where is Jasmine going to sleep?
(Histamine, adrenaline, serotonin, cortisol.)
I don’t want to think about this sinkhole at all.

12. Rob Fontenot:

When I met Tommy, he reminded of me lines
In a song my daddy would sing sometimes:
“I eat a two-dollar steak three times a day for my board.
That’s more than any loafer in this town can afford.”

There were some trees and now there is not.
There were some trailers and now they are gone.
There were some houses, but new ones get built.
There’s always a man. Sometimes, guilt.

Sometimes just running away is the best.
Identifying Hazards: Planning for success.



Forge, Inland Series, 2015. Acrylic on canvas. 249 x 198 cm.
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